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About This Game

"Salutations. Would you like to attend a school for girls?"

This romance visual novel explores the question of gender integration at a private school.
A curious series of events leads to our hero becoming the only boy at a prestigious girls' academy...

But over 99% of the girls are against integration!
The girls are so sheltered, that they actually run away screaming at the sight of him!

Our hero needs to befriend them if he wants to stay, but the situation's looking grim...
The sole girl in favor of reform looks to our hero with hope in her eyes.

Thus, he must fight -- to convince the few neutral parties at the school, his childhood friend... and even those who show him
open disgust!

The game spans a full year, divided into 26 "anime-like" chapters.
Colorful movies and SD illustrations bring the classic girls' school events to life!

Athletics festivals, elegant balls, swimsuits, love rivalries... and romance that would make a true lady blush!
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Title: Princess Evangile All Ages Version
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
MOONSTONE
Publisher:
MangaGamer
Release Date: 27 Mar, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP+

Processor: Pentium III 800 MHz or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: VRAM 32MB

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,Japanese
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I Bet the game wouldn't be that bad, if there wasn't the Jump bug... you just can't cross that parkour or whatever it is.
. Nice game, Reminds me of my childhood. Fun new take on a match 3+ game. I had played others into the ground and it got so
tedious. This game adds some neat new features, increases the pace, and it ACTUALLY HAS TRUE PVP! Other games claim
that, but it is misleading. Give it a try for sure, I don't often get pulled in to a game so fast, it is intuitive, and there are quite a
few forums out for advice/questions etc. Good job on the game, folks.. I wish I could refund this game.. This game is not pay to
win, at all. Altough, it has an high learning curve and - in many cases - veteran players will have a better equipment. The
developers looks really dedicated to their game and the player base, even if small, is really good.

Plus, it's free. Try it yourself. :-). This sequel to "Choice of the deathless" also takes place in the Craftverse designed by Max
Gladstone. It's an extremely rich world building, that can be a little difficult to get into - but if you have played the first game
(and even better, read the Craft Sequence book series) you will enjoy being a Craftman\/Craftwoman a lot.

You work for a huge company trying to get water for a metropolis - which usually involves bankrupting farmers. You can be a
good samaritan, a merciless but devoted professional, a selfish scheming bastard - and all of your decisions have an important
impact that will lead to several different endings. As in all Choice of Games I've played so far, your character can have any
gender and sexual preferences, and is also defined by your charm, conviction, craft mastery and cunning, which let you solve
every situation by many differents ways, giving an excellent replayability.

One of the best Choice of Games I've played so far, and I strongly recommend it (as well as the first Deathless game, and the
book series).
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I want my 20$ back. THIS GAME SUCKS. Pretty darn cool! Love flying my own spaceship.... Love it, would love a muliplayer
league though ;D. I'm almost 30. Always enjoyed making games. RPG Maker all I've known until now. RPG Maker is a great at
making games, but requires you to do so much extra stuff outside of the acutal game to make it great.

I learned to use gimp, and and a whole lot of extra techniques by watching youtube videos over and over again.

THEN I FOUND THIS GAME! This game maker is so easy to pick up I havn't once gone on youtube or used any outside
sources to learn how to use this system. It is so easy, and everything looks so beautiful. If you make a game using this game you
will never lose interest. It wont become a burden, because the whole time your building your triggers nothing needs to be coded.
You just select whats suppose to happen and the game codes itself that way.

I recommend this game first and foremost to anyone creating an RPG for the first time! I also recommend this to anyone who
had the same troubles I did in other RGM Maker games. Where you spend 30 minutes in the game, then 30 minutes on youtube,
then 30 min in the game, then 30 min on youtube.. Six decently sized games in one package, and most of them are well worth
your time and effort. The Lone Ranger and Pirates of The Caribbean play-sets are definitely the most creative. The biggest
downside would be the lack of local multiplayer, but there's no denying the sheer gameplay value here.. THIS GAME MADE
ME♥♥♥♥♥TWICE IN FIVE MINUTES!!!!!!!!!!!. This game does NOT deserve all the negative reviews it has been
accumulating.

It's unique, interesting, and a fresh spin on an already successfull idea. The game is improving, and I have no doubt they will
turn it into something awesome. Keep it up, Pinoki!
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